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Abstract  
The historical reception of Thermopylae is steeped in the concept of “victory in defeat” – but how did the battle’s 
victors understand and commemorate their triumph?  Modern efforts to imagine a Persian viewpoint, lacking an 
annalistic account comparable to the campaign narratives of Assyrian or Egyptian kings, sometimes have recourse to 
the imagined memory constructed by Dio Chrysostom – “Xerxes achieved victory over the Lacedaemonians at 
Thermopylae and killed their king” (11.149).  Yet there is an alternative way to approach the battle’s meaning in 
more genuine Persian terms, beginning with a noteworthy cylinder seal from the Persepolis Treasury (PTS 28) 
dating to the reign of Xerxes.  The seal’s iconography of Persian martial dominance over Greeks, while it may not 
aim to portray a single historical event, highlights aspects of royal victory display that recall Darius’ Bisotun 
monument and reappear in Xerxes’ post-battle activities at Thermopylae as described by Herodotus.  This paper will 
explore the meaning of three particular acts of violent commemorative display, in dialogue with Bisotun and PTS 28 
– the branding of the Theban prisoners (7.233.2), the punishments inflicted on Leonidas’ corpse (7.238), and the 
staged display of battle casualties (8.24-25).  It will conclude with reflections on the importance of these post-battle 
spectacles for the Persian characterization of Thermopylae and Xerxes’ Greek campaign. 
 
Introduction 
 
While the Spartan stand at Thermopylae, as recounted by Herodotus and later authors, has 
generated an eternal legacy as a symbol of moral victory in defeat, the perspective of the Persian 
victors has received far less attention.  Yet Thermopylae should not have mattered only to 
Greeks, and had every reason to take on considerable meaning for the Achaemenid court.  The 
battle was among the most dramatic moments in an ideologically charged royal progress beyond 
the empire’s frontiers; and in light of the expedition’s unsatisfactory outcome at Salamis, it 
offered the clearest opportunity to represent its achievements in terms of military success.  
Herodotus reports Xerxes’ attention to triumphant battlefield displays within hours of the 
fighting’s conclusion, and Persian commemorations during and after the campaign deserve 
further study as a forgotten element in the historical reception of Thermopylae and Xerxes’ 
Greek campaign. 
 
But how are we to recover primary evidence for a Persian commemorative program in the 
absence of written texts conveying official understandings of Xerxes’ campaign?  Unlike the 
Königsnovellen of the Egyptian New Kingdom or the campaign annals of Assyria, there are no 
surviving Achaemenid royal narratives except for the earlier Bisotun monument, which 
celebrates the succession of Darius the Great; subsequent royal inscriptions turned away from 
event-based specificity in favor of broader conceptual descriptions of imperial power.1  With this 
in mind, modern efforts to access a Persian perspective on Xerxes’ campaign have sometimes 
turn to second-hand Greek reconstructions that stress the propagandistic distortion of a failed 
campaign.  Herodotus makes Artemisia advise Xerxes to declare victory despite the disaster of 
Salamis by stressing the capture of Athens as his principal goal (8.102.3); and Dio Chrysostom, 
in the course of a playful essay ‘correcting’ Homeric traditions on the Trojan War, claims to 
quote an anonymous Mede for a falsified memory of Xerxes’ exploits (11.149):  

 
1 See Sancisi-Weerdenburg 1999; Briant 2002, 552-54; Rollinger 2014. 
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Xerxes, campaigning against Hellas, triumphed over the Lacedaemonians at 
Thermopylae and killed their king Leonidas, and captured and tore down the city of the 
Athenians, and whosoever did not flee, he seized as plunder. Having done so and 
imposed tribute upon the Greeks, he returned to Asia.”   

The passage closes by speculating that the king himself spread this propaganda in order to deter 
unrest among his other subjects.2  Its vision of how the enemy might have reframed defeat as 
victory is not implausible, but a second-hand construction half a millennium after the event 
remains an unsatisfying substitute for a genuine Achaemenid perspective.   
 
The solution to this problem requires us to look beyond the written evidence to the world of 
Achaemenid art and its extensive corpus of seal impressions, which includes several dozen 
scenes of military combat.  Within the last decade, Wu Xin has argued persuasively for the 
possibility of contextual connections between glyptic depictions of battlefield violence, including 
scenes of Graeco-Persian combat, and underlying historical events.3  Christopher Tuplin’s new 
and comprehensive study of the battle scenes in Achaemenid seals stresses the need for caution, 
as seals are typically difficult to date with precision and do not aim to portray specific battles so 
much as categories of conflict between Persians and selected enemies.4  Nevertheless, there does 
appear to be a noteworthy concentration of military images associated with the period of Xerxes’ 
reign.  In particular, a striking image used within the Persepolis Treasury itself offers a dramatic 
depiction of victory over Greeks that sheds potential light on the commemoration of the 480 
expedition.  While this seal would not portray a singular event such as Thermopylae alone, its 
visual emphasis on the killing and capture of the king’s opponents shares a perceptible thematic 
linkage with the displays of prisoners and fallen enemies on the Thermopylae battlefield 
described in Herodotus.    
 
1.  The PTS 28 Victory Scene 
 
PTS 28 was a cylinder seal, a ubiquitous administrative device used by officials to organize and 
sign off on documentation.  Its imprints, found in room 33 of the Persepolis Treasury, were first 
published in Erich Schmidt’s 1957 volume on the findings of the 1930s excavations.  The seal 
itself is lost, but impressions survived on five pieces of fired clay, possibly labels affixed to 
Treasury documents for purposes of sorting and identification.5  In 1976, the Iranian excavator 
Akbar Tajvidi published additional impressions of the same scene with minor variations, 
indicating the existence of more than one original; another version appears on two rounded labels 
now held in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, and comes from a stamp seal rather than a cylinder 
seal.6  Tuplin concludes that “we have evidence for at least two, possibly three (and still 
conceivably more than three) distinct stones bearing an almost identical image.”7  
 
The PTS 28 image falls into the so-called Court Style category of Achaemenid seal carving, 
characteristic of workshops with close associations to the Persepolis palace center and dating to 

 
2 See Briant 2002, 542; Kuhrt 2007, 287. 
3 Wu 2014, 223-28. 
4 Tuplin 2020, 375-78. 
5 Schmidt 1957, 17, 29 (with images at Plate 9); Tuplin 2020, 405-06 (catalog nos. 20.1, 20.2). 
6 Tuplin 2020, catalog nos. 21.3, 22.1, 22.2 (from Tajvidi); nos. 21.1, 21.2 (Boston).  
7 Tuplin 2020, 334. 
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the late 6th and early 5th centuries.8  The reproduction of the scene on multiple seals indicates 
demand for, and deliberate dissemination of, an image with special meaning for court officials.  
Battle imagery is rare within the larger context of the Persepolis seal corpus, and the unusual 
nature of the scene added to its ability to capture viewers’ attention and prompt reflection on its 
martial details.9   Consequently, there is every reason to connect it with celebrations of a high-
profile frontier campaign.  A precise date of origin is impossible to establish, since the image 
does not appear on any written or dated documents, but the impressions in the Treasury were 
discovered alongside other seal images that do occur on tablets from the reign of Xerxes.10  We 
cannot rule out a context in Darius’ reign, such as the Ionian Revolt, but the most plausible event 
that would generate such prominent commemoration would be a grand campaign in which the 
itinerant court participated directly, and only Xerxes’ Greek campaign fits the bill.  In any case, 
the bureaucrats who employed PTS 28 or its copies in the wake of 480 could be expected to draw 
mental associations between its imagery and the dramatic progress to the far side of the Aegean, 
including the successful conquest of the Greek forces at Thermopylae.   
 
The scene appears in several impressions which vary in the degree of completion, illustrated in 
the figures from the collection of the Oriental Institute at Chicago; I am deeply grateful to Mark 
Garrison for sharing a high-quality digital image and accompanying hand copy (see Figs. 1-2). 
The central figure is a Persian hero, probably representing the king, who strides forward in a 
court robe with wide, dangling sleeve, bow and quiver slung behind his back; the impressions of 
PTS 28 obscure the top of his head, which may or may not bear the crenellated crown that 
appears on the similar figure in the Boston MFA seal.  The Persian appears in a moment of 
culminating violence, as he drives a spear into the neck of a kneeling enemy, whose right arm he 
grips with his left hand.  The vanquished warrior is marked as a Greek by a crested Corinthian 
helmet and large round shield, still visible despite the overlapping application of a separate 
stamp seal on the best-preserved example.  He kneels on one knee facing the king, but turns his 
head away, perhaps flinching at his fate; his left arm extends a useless shield away from his 
killer, rather than interposing it in the path of the oncoming blow, and his right hand dangles 
weaponless in the Persian’s grasp.  Meanwhile, to the left of the king stand three overlapping 
Greek prisoners in file, also wearing Corinthian helmets.  They are shorter than the king, their 
helmet crests barely reaching the level of his eyes, and a rope extends from his hip to the neck of 
the leading prisoner; the arms of the first two men are invisible, but the last in the file has his 
arms drawn behind his back and tied at the wrists.   
 
Overall, the scene depicts the Persian hero in total control of the field, imposing order in place of 
chaos – the strife is o’er, the battle done.  The dying enemy, identical to the prisoners in dress, 
could represent a fallen leader or a personified representation of the collective enemy, but in 
either case, he offers no further resistance to Persian arms.  The dress of the defeated emphasizes 
their foreignness to a Persian audience, with exoticized emphasis on helmets and aspis, 
confirming that the Persians of Xerxes’ day explicitly viewed their Greek opponents as hoplites.  

 
8 Wu 2014, 243, 248.  For Achaemenid Court Style see Garrison 1991, 13-20; Garrison and Root 2001, 18-19; 
Garrison 2014, 86.  For the dynamics of seal production see Colburn 2020 (especially at 296, considering the 
possibility of royal commissions behind the Court Style carvings).  
9 Wu 2014, 217-18, 221-22; Tuplin 2020, 330-34.  
10 For the indirect association with PTS 5, attested on Persepolis Treasury texts from Xerxes years 19-20, see 
Schmidt 1957, 17; cf. Tuplin 2020, 405-08. 
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In contrast with Greek accounts and modern studies presenting Persian martial equipment as 
inferior to the hoplite panoply – think of Herodotus’ claim that the Persians at Plataea might as 
well have been naked (9.63.2) – the seal image represents a Persian boast of battlefield 
dominance over enemies armed à la Grecque.  Perhaps there is an underlying recognition of such 
warriors as particularly dangerous opponents whose overthrow speaks to the extraordinary 
heroism of the king, but there is no indication that their arms require special efforts to overcome.  
Although it need not represent reality so much as ideological aspiration, the evocation of royal 
victory over Greeks could certainly remind viewers of the most prominent event in which the 
king and his soldiers defeated an army of hoplites and killed their leader.   
 
2.  PTS 28, the “Egyptian” Victory Seals, and Bisotun: Contexts and Interpretation 
 
Contextual comparison with other examples of Achaemenid victory representation adds further 
nuance to our understanding of PTS 28’s message.  The image of victory over Greeks, while rare 
within the Persian seal corpus, has a close relative in a seal type depicting Persian royal triumph 
in Egypt, examples of which are held in the Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg and the 
Metropolitan Museum in New York.11  The Egyptian scenes contain an almost identical 
composition, with a Persian hero leading four bound captives to his left and smiting a kneeling 
opponent to his right.  The enemies are once again signified by distinctive costume, with bare-
headed prisoners wearing Egyptian robes, and the victim’s status marked by a pharaonic crown, 
attesting the overthrow of a leader aspiring to separatist Egyptian kingship in opposition to 
Persian order.  In contrast with the pose of the dying Greek, the kneeling pharaoh faces away 
from the Persian in attempted flight, but turns his head backwards to gaze up at his conqueror.    
Without a certain connection to a specific monarch, we cannot say whether the Egyptian scene 
preceded the Greek or vice versa; but their similar composition constitutes further evidence for a 
planned aesthetic program that associated royal power with the overthrow of enemies at the 
distant frontiers of the empire, and highlighted the exemplary killing and capture of those who 
dared to oppose the king’s order.12   
 
Comparable representations of battle also occur in Darius’ Bisotun monument.  Its employment 
of both visual media in the great rock relief (fig. 5), and textual media in the trilingual cliff 
inscriptions and translations disseminated in the provinces, permitted a more complex and 
layered depiction of royal achievement – but there are important points of common ground with 
the victory seals’ representation of battle and its results.  The primary difference, of course, is the 
Bisotun relief’s avoidance of active slaughter – Darius rests his foot upon the prone body of his 
enemy Gaumata, already dispatched by royal justice.  But the line-up of bound and humbled 
opponents, the rebel kings who contested Darius’ rise to power, foreshadows the captives of the 
Egyptian seals and PTS 28.13  The Bisotun prisoners stand to Darius’ right, awaiting his 
judgement, whereas the battle seals situate the bound men behind the Persian hero, following in 

 
11 Tuplin 2020, 404-05 (catalog nos. 18 and 19); also relevant is the Moscow seal inscribed with the name of 
Artaxerxes (I?), which omits the killing but depicts the king leading Egyptian prisoners.  See Schmidt 1957, 10-11; 
Root 1979, 182-83; Briant 2002, 215; Wu 2014, 228, 249-50. 
12 Cf. Tuplin 2020, 375: “one might say that the primary message of combat and prisoner images was about imperial 
success in policing the edges of what is otherwise implicitly a peaceful space.”  
13 See Root 1979, 182-83; Tuplin 2020, 365, suggests that “a human combat derivation of the hero vs. monster 
icon… has been added to a greatly truncated version of Bisotun.”  See Rollinger 2016 on the Near Eastern 
antecedents for Darius’ pose over Gaumata’s corpse. 
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their subduer’s wake; and Bisotun’s line of captives is longer and more diverse, reflecting the 
unique chaos of Darius’ succession wars against multiple rebel factions across the empire, 
whereas the enemies in each seal scene represent only one hostile region.  Nevertheless, they 
share a common emphasis on the taming of chaos through the binding of the king’s enemies.14 
 
Parts of Bisotun’s written texts offer further connections with the seals’ balancing of dead and 
living enemies.  While all the versions describe battles through a generic, concise formula – with 
divine support, the king’s army smote the enemy army that opposed his legitimate rule – the 
Akkadian and Aramaic versions add the extra detail of the number of enemies killed and those 
taken alive.15  They thereby envision the outcome of combat as a two-part subjugation, 
quantifying the losers’ losses as a final proof of decisive victory.  This is precisely what PTS 28 
and the Egyptian victory scenes visualize, taking the violence that Bisotun limits to textual 
quantification and bringing it back into the viewer’s eye.  The result is a completed miniature 
image of battlefield triumph, which just like Bisotun’s casualty formulas, depicts the enemy’s 
total defeat as a balance between slaughter and capture at the hands of the Persian hero.   
 
3.  Herodotus on Xerxes’ victory celebrations at Thermopylae 
 
A comparable message is recognizable in Herodotus’ account of Xerxes’ activities at 
Thermopylae.  In three passages, he shows the Persian king arranging spectacles involving 
prisoners and the battle dead, with the purpose not only of punishing resistance, but moreover of 
shaping witnesses’ perceptions of the campaign and thereby amplifying his victory.   
 
a. The Theban Prisoners 
 
The first of these involves the treatment of the Theban prisoners who fell into Persian hands in 
the late stages of the fighting (7.233.2).16  Herodotus estimates the total Theban contingent at 
400 men (7.202), and claims that only some were killed and the majority taken prisoner.  The 
acquisition of hundreds of captives who had to be herded back through the army’s ranks 
provided the first physical display of victory in the royal camp.  The line of bound hoplites in 
PTS 28 evokes exactly such a scene, the conveyance of the defeated into captivity.  In addition, 
Herodotus reports that Xerxes ordered the prisoners branded with the stigmata basileia.  Despite 
Plutarch’s denial of this episode in the course of his attempted defense of Boeotian medism (De 
Mal Her. 33), branding of slaves is well-attested in Achaemenid Babylonia and Egypt, and 
compatible with wartime seizure, as in the famous case of a woman sold by a soldier in 
Babylonia and “marked in Egyptian,” who may have been a victim of Cambyses’ invasion.17  
The practice not only provided a permanent record of ownership, but could also serve to 
commemorate royal triumph through the bodies of the enslaved individuals over the following 
years.  The subsequent fate of the Theban prisoners is unrecorded, and we do not know whether 
the Persians managed to convey them back to imperial centers; Herodotus notes the deposit of 

 
14 For further variations on the prisoner motif in additional seals see Tuplin 2020, 331, 345 n. 36. 
15 See Hyland 2014.  
16 For other references to prisoners in Xerxes’ campaign, see also the naval skirmish in which the Persians took a 
trireme crew as andrapoda (7.181.3) and the Athenian prisoners deposited on Samos (9.99.2). 
17 See Stolper 1998; note also the famous letter TAD I A6.10 in which the satrap of Egypt orders his estate manager 
to abduct potential workers and “mark them with my mark.”  
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Athenian prisoners on Samos and subsequent liberation (9.99.2), but such happy endings for the 
victims of campaign enslavement were presumably rare.  If any Thebans ended up in long-term 
Persian captivity, their marks would have served as powerful reminders of Xerxes’ dominance 
over the Greeks to those who encountered them.  
 
b. The treatment of Leonidas’ remains  
 
The second, more infamous example of post-battle display was the beheading and impalement of 
Leonidas’ corpse (7.238).  Herodotus presents Xerxes’ order as an instance of unmoderated 
anger at the Spartan’s resistance, and a supposed aberration from more typical Persian respect for 
military opponents.  But while the Persian victory seals do not depict such elaborate exhibitions 
of the defeated victim’s remains, the Bisotun texts provide numerous examples of impalement of 
defeated rebel leaders and their principal followers (DB Pers. §§ 32, 33, 43, 50), and suspension 
of severed heads is also attested (DB Bab. § 25).  These were performative punishments that 
elevated their victims for maximum visibility before an audience, and the display of Leonidas’ 
remains served a similar purpose, ensuring that they would be seen by members of the royal 
court, Xerxes’ army, and any members of the local populace who subsequently visited the site.  
Part of the point may have been to demonstrate the unworthiness of the Spartans as leaders of the 
coalition of Greeks resisting the Persian expedition, perhaps for the benefit of the communities 
wavering over which side to support.  Such ritual executions at Bisotun were meant to 
delegitimize the rebel leaders, proving their lack of divine backing and casting them as criminals 
deserving of exemplary punishment.18  In both Persia and the earlier Neo-Assyrian empire, 
impalement was typically employed in cases of rebellion or treason, and it also is tempting to 
speculate that Xerxes meant to imply Leonidas’ culpability in some offense that went beyond the 
fact of his resistance at Thermopylae.19  The incident suggests at very least that Xerxes used 
Leonidas’ remains in a spectacle of punitive justice, connecting the outcome of battle with 
divinely ordained punishment of the wicked.  
  
c. Display of enemy dead  
  
The third commemorative action was the organized exhibition of the enemy battle dead (8.24-
25).  Herodotus makes Xerxes attempt to demonstrate the effectiveness of his army by bringing 
an audience to gaze on the quantity of its victims; but the historian undermines the spectacle by 
alleging the artificial concealment of Xerxes’ own dead, which he estimates at 20,000 compared 
with only 4,000 Greeks.  With most of the Persian corpses hastily tipped into shallow graves, 
post-battle tourists could only see about 1,000 scattered around the field, contrasting with the 
concentrated heaps of Spartan, Thespian, and helot bodies, but Herodotus claims that viewers 
easily saw through Xerxes’ “laughable” scheme (8.24-25).20   
 
The episode is reminiscent of the fact that neither Persian artistic depictions of battle nor the 
Bisotun inscriptions ever admit the possibility of human losses on the Persian side; Darius 

 
18 For exemplary violence in the Bisotun inscription and its Mesopotamian precedents, see Rollinger 2010; 
Schwinghammer 2011; Radner 2015; Benson 2019.   
19 A possibility that comes to mind, if we may trust it, is Herodotus’ story of the Spartan murder of the Persian 
heralds and Xerxes’ refusal to accept the attempted restitution (7.133-137). 
20 For Herodotus’ use of “farce” in this and other Xerxes episodes, see Bowie 2007, 116. 
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consigned his own dead to silence, and Xerxes may well have done the same.  On the other hand, 
Herodotus’ estimate for the number of Persian dead is wildly improbable and cannot have 
derived from a genuine count of men already supposedly in the ground.  Later Greek memory, 
rooted in the tradition of Sparta’s exceptional heroism, will have exaggerated Persian losses in 
ever-growing orders of magnitude.    
 
While doubt might be cast on the concealment of a Persian mass casualty event, Xerxes’ attempt 
to prove his success through the organized exhibition of the Greek battle dead is more plausible.  
Herodotus claims that the king assembled a crowd of viewers for this gory autopsy; and rather 
than confining the audience to members of the traveling court and soldiers who took part in the 
battle, he ordered the personnel of the Persian navy to sail down from Histiaea, forty miles away, 
to view the evidence of Persia’s battlefield prowess.  Presenting the royal message in direct 
speech, Herodotus means to emphasize the king’s insecure and hubristic pretensions: “King 
Xerxes bestows permission, for those of you who wish to leave your posts, to come and see how 
he battles against the senseless men who hoped to overthrow the might of the King” (8.24.2).  
The exhortation to look upon a pre-arranged spectacle echoes the epitaph of Darius at Naqsh-e 
Rostam, which commands an imagined viewer to envision the extent of Persian power by 
looking at the carved human exemplars of each land that the king rules (DNa §4).  Herodotus’ 
paraphrase of Xerxes applies a similar construct to the battle casualties – if you wish to see the 
strength of the Persian man, count the bodies of those who stood in his way!  Overall, the 
viewing of the dead matches well with the Bisotun combat statistics and the battle seals’ 
emphasis on killing.  PTS 28, of course, lacks additional bodies to convey the scale of the 
slaughter, but makes a similar point by showing the Persian hero before an audience of the 
defeated, dispatching an enemy whose death represents the fate of all Greeks who stand in the 
way of imperial order.21 
 
Conclusion 
 
Xerxes’ commemorative displays on the battlefield of Thermopylae appear to have exploited the 
bodies of the dead and the living captives to show off his supposed invincibility.  The intended 
effect was complicated by the subsequent naval disaster at Salamis, which spoiled the occupation 
of Athens and undercut the intended triumph of the king’s return to Sardis.22  But efforts to 
represent Xerxes’ expedition in terms of its successes, represented in terms of the killing and 
capture of Greek enemies, will have continued within the Achaemenid empire, and may be 
visible in the seal images that perpetuated the message of battlefield dominance.    
 
The continuing usage of the victory scene in PTS 28 and related seals in use at Xerxes’ 
administrative centers perpetuated a long-lasting message of victory on the frontier; such items 
may have functioned as gifts to favored officials, or at very least allowed the bureaucrats who 
used them to signal their devotion to the image of royal justice imposed on wicked Greeks.  Each 
application had the potential to call Xerxes’ exploits back to mind – imprinting the Persian hero, 
binding or slaying the monstrous hoplites who dared opposed the imperial order, onto the 
mundane labels that served to organize the archival records of empire.  They leave no doubt 

 
21 Several seals add corpses to combat scenes depicting fighting in progress, most involving combats with Saka 
opponents; see Tuplin 2020, 344-45.  
22 See further Haubold 2012 on the ideological implications of Xerxes’ naval defeat. 
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about the triumphalism inherent in official strategies of commemoration, and suggest that 
Chrysostom’s fictional Mede was not far off the mark.  On the other hand, we are entitled to 
wonder whether such images ever prompt unsanctioned reflections on victories dearly bought, 
the uglier outcomes of later battles, or the fates of the numerous Persians who did not share their 
monarch’s safe return.   
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Fig. 1: PTS 28, impression PT4 865 (courtesy of Mark Garrison and the Oriental Institute) 
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Fig. 2: Hand copy of PTS 28, impression PT4 865 (courtesy of Mark Garrison) 
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Fig. 3: PTS 28, impression PT4 948 (courtesy of the Oriental Institute:  
https://oi-idb.uchicago.edu/id/56d6b93b-2a35-4390-a814-a8e21795807b ) 
 

https://oi-idb.uchicago.edu/id/56d6b93b-2a35-4390-a814-a8e21795807b
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Fig. 4: PTS 28, impression PT4 330 (courtesy of the Oriental Institute:  
https://oi-idb.uchicago.edu/id/d47240de-a362-4ea1-928f-34723c999e0a ) 
 

https://oi-idb.uchicago.edu/id/d47240de-a362-4ea1-928f-34723c999e0a
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Fig. 5: The Bisotun Relief 
(https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bisotun_Iran_Relief_Achamenid_Period.JPG) 
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